NEW

The first smart thermostat
to offer full two-way
communications with
Daikin HVAC systems

Daikin One +
Smart Thermostat

Today, the air is perfect. Perfect temperature. Perfect humidity.
Perfectly clean and fresh, like just after a rainstorm. And the
only thing more perfect than this outdoor scenario is that it’s all
happening inside. Because that’s where we work. That’s where
we play, where we sleep, where we truly live.
And that’s why at Daikin, we aim to make the air inside as refreshing
as the outside. Better comfort. Better control and efficiency.
Better quality. So you can create your own unique ecosystem.
And everyday is perfect.
Inside and out.
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A GLOBAL LEADER IN HVAC
INVESTED IN NORTH AMERICA

Daikin is a global leader of indoor comfort

sustainable living environment for all people

solutions with millions of systems installed

and all regions of the world.

throughout the world. Daikin has been
improving the comfort of its customers
with exceptional products and services for
many generations. As a company whose core
business is that of heating and cooling homes
and buildings, Daikin takes particular focus on
the air you live in.

This is Air Intelligence, and this is what Daikin is
all about.
The opportunity to experience Daikin’s
advanced technologies and solutions is now
more accessible than ever before. Cementing
our corporate mission of being “globally-local”,
many of the Daikin solutions for residential

Air is essential to our existence and Daikin’s

applications are designed and manufactured at

role and responsibility in protecting it continues

our state of the art production facility on the

to expand. Daikin is devoted, with unbridled

outskirts of Houston, TX. The Daikin Texas

passion, to overcoming the ever-evolving

Technology Park is a sprawling campus covering

challenges of the air around us. Leveraging

more than 4 million sq. ft. with more than

our leading, cutting edge technologies with a

4,000 personnel. The facility practices Daikin’s

holistic focus on performance, reliability, design,

philosophy of a full 360 degree focus to research

aesthetics, air environment, ease of use and

and development, manufacturing quality and

efficiency, we create outstanding products and

reliability, robust sales networks and extensive

system solutions to realize a comfortable and

support infrastructure.

BE SURE TO WATCH OUR
DAIKIN INTRODUCTION
VIDEO ON YOUTUBE!
www.youtube.com/user/
DaikinComfort
DAIKIN ONE+ SMART THERMOSTAT
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Designed with
quality components
1

The high-resolution color touch screen display
is protected by the same toughened glass used in
smart phones.

2

A number of screen savers
are available, including this
analog clock.

The anodized aluminum bezel and dial are
precision manufactured. The surfaces have a
fine bead blast with a warm hued anodized finish.
The dial rotation is extraordinarily smooth because
it rests on a bearing assembly typically found in
precision instruments. A switch behind the dial
enables users to return to the home screen from
any menu with a single tap.

Turning the dial changes
the temperature set-point.
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An integrated WiFi radio connects to the
internet (via a home router) to the cloud and
onto the homeowner mobile application. The
Daikin cloud will also seamlessly integrate
with open smart home architectures,
including Amazon Alexa and Google
Assistant, enabling consumers to effortlessly
use features such as voice control.
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A thin LED light strip sits flush within the
bottom surface and runs from edge to edge,
delicately illuminating the wall beneath.
Emitting a soft emotive glow, the light strip
indicates the current system mode: red-orange
for heating, blue for cooling.
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Built-in
bubble level
aids professional
installation.

A full-featured
mobile companion
app is available for
Android and iOS.

VISIT THE
DAIKIN ONE+ SMART
THERMOSTAT MICROSITE
TO LEARN MORE:

www.daikincomfort.com/
go/daikinone/

DAIKIN ONE+ SMART THERMOSTAT
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Everything you expect in a smart thermostat
backed by the world’s leading HVAC manufacturer

adjust on

72

°

The home screen displays the current
temperature, the current system mode,
and icons leading to each of the top
level screens.

The Daikin One + smart
thermostat is an intelligent
home air controller from
the world’s leading heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning
(HVAC) manufacturer. It is
a cloud-connected hub of
sophistication, integrated
for controlling temperature,
humidity, and air quality.

The Daikin One+ smart thermostat
supports casual temperature
adjustment, automatic settings
changes driven by an easyto-program schedule, and an
energy savings mode invoked
manually or by geo-fencing on a
mobile app. (The app recognizes
when everyone is away and changes
settings to reduce energy use.)
This professional smart thermostat
goes further to include humidity
controls (both adding moisture and
removing it) and air quality monitoring.

indoor

The adjust screen displays the current
temperature on the left and set-points
on the right. Change the set-points by
dragging them or by turning the dial.

Traditional consumer smar t
thermostats are limited in another
important way, too. At heart, they
are little more than automatic
switches, relying on 24-volt wires
to send on/off signals. They have no
way of sending more sophisticated
control messages. And most are
unable to receive messages from
HVAC equipment. In contrast, the
Daikin One+ smart thermostat is
designed specially to communicate
with Daikin equipment, both
sending and receiving messages
using sophisticated communications
protocols.

geofence range

With the mobile app, geo-fencing
will automatically switch to
energy savings mode.
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away on

80°
indoor

60°
The schedule screen displays
upcoming set-point changes and
scheduled times. It also offers access
to edit mode, where you can adjust
the schedule.

We explicitly designed the
Daikin One+ smart thermostat
for the different needs of three
different audiences.
First, for new and casual users, turning
the dial is a quick and simple way to
adjust temperature settings. Users
see the current temperature, turn the
dial, and see the set-points. They can
focus on the adjust screen. But just
a tap away are other key features—
scheduled set-point changes, energysaving “away” set-points, and air
quality readings.

The away screen displays energy
saving set-points. Energy saving can
be invoked manually or automatically
when the mobile app recognizes
everyone is away.

Second, homeowners concerned
about maximizing efficiency or
customizing the system can explore
a full range of options under the
settings menu.
And finally, contractors, the folks
installing the system, who have
sophisticated technical needs, can go
even deeper into operations, but their
advanced settings are kept well out of
the way of casual users.

In addition to interacting directly
with the thermostat, voice control
is available via leading voice
assistance platforms, including
Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant.
On top of that, users can opt
for a friendly mobile application
(running on both Android and
iOS platforms).
Control is available
through popular
voice-activated
speakers.

Most users will stay in this carousel of
five, top-level screens.

DAIKIN ONE+ SMART THERMOSTAT
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The One for Connectivity
The Daikin One + is a cloud-connected hub of sophistication, designed for controlling
temperature, humidity, and air quality. With a variety of connectivity options, there’s a
comfort solution for every project and customer.

AIR CONDITIONERS
DX20VC, DX18TC, DX16TC,
Daikin Fit (DX17VSS)

HEAT PUMPS
DZ20VC, DZ18VC,
DZ18TC, DZ16TC

AIR HANDLERS
DVPEC, DVPTC,
MBVC

GAS FURNACES
DM97MC, DC97MC, DM96VC,
DC96VC, DM80VC,
DC80VC
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PRODUCTS ARE NOTHING WITHOUT
THE BEST CONTRACTORS TO
SUPPORT THEM LOCALLY

"I'm a Daikin Comfort Pro"
Those five simple words can offer you
comfort like you’ve never experienced. The
words mean that the contractor you invited
into your home is a highly-qualified and
continuously-trained professional who will
quickly, efficiently and effectively help to solve any of your
indoor comfort needs.
All Daikin Comfort Pro contractors seek to achieve the highest
levels of customer service, business integrity, and technical
competency. These range from maintaining an excellent
rating with their local Better Business Bureau (BBB) to
taking continuing education classes on how best to install
and service Daikin brand products. To retain this status, Daikin
Comfort Pros must deliver their best abilities to each and every
customer, year after year.

A commitment to your comfort
Daikin Comfort Pros believe that a well-informed homeowner
is the best possible customer. All Comfort Pros will take the
time to help understand your unique comfort needs, assess
the performance of your current indoor comfort system, and
thoroughly discuss all options with you.

A commitment to provide you the
right service and products
Daikin Comfort Pros have access to one of the most complete
lines of indoor comfort products and systems available. As the
world’s leading manufacturer of HVAC, Daikin offers you a full
line of comfort solutions that ensures that a Daikin Comfort
Pro can provide the perfect solution to your home.

A commitment to serve you over
the long term
Daikin Comfort Pros want to earn your business. They want to
be your long-term provider for all your indoor comfort needs.
To help deliver on this commitment, you can take peace of
mind with the limited warranty* coverage offered on your
Daikin brand indoor comfort product or system. The Daikin
Comfort Pro has access to one of the best limited warranty*
programs in the indoor comfort industry.

*Complete warranty details available from your local dealer/contractor or at www.daikincomfort.com.

Ultimately, the commitment to
provide you with Air Intelligence
is represented and reinforced in the
Daikin Comfort Promise.
If, for any reason, the Daikin Comfort Pro has not met your
expectations within one year of your equipment or system
installation, please contact the installing Daikin Comfort Pro
and ask them to honor the Daikin Comfort Promise. The
Daikin Comfort Pro will return to your house to resolve any
issues that you have with your installation at no cost to you.
As part of formally maintaining the Daikin Comfort Pro
distinction, the Daikin Comfort Pro will make all reasonable
efforts to resolve any concerns you have within one year of
your equipment installation. If a Daikin Comfort Pro does not

meet your expectations, they risk losing the ability to sell
Daikin products.
With the Daikin Comfort Promise, you can have peace of
mind that your Daikin Comfort Pro will continue to earn your
business well after the sale. If not, they cannot be a Daikin
Comfort Pro. Period.

To find a local contractor, visit
www.daikincomfort.com/
find-dealer/locator
Contact Daikin North America
Consumer Affairs: 1.855.770.5678
howeownersupport@daikincomfort.com
DAIKIN ONE+ SMART THERMOSTAT
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Quick Installation and Setup
Great for new and/or replacement opportunities, the
Daikin One+ smart thermostat helps provide a streamline
installation for a quick set-up.

°

72
Daikin One + Specifications
Technical Specifications

Dimensions

-- Analog dial

-- Length: 6-3/4 inches

-- Depth: 1-3/16 inches

-- Capacitive touch screen

-- Height: 3-3/8 inches

-- Weight: 10.5 ounces

-- Backlit, 3.5 inch MVA TFT LCD display
-- Bi-directional communications protocol for
controlling HVAC system
-- Bubble level (to aid installation)
-- 640 × 480 pixels × 24 bit RGB (full color screen)
-- Light pipe indicates heating or cooling
-- WiFi
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WATCH THE
DAIKIN ONE + SMART
THERMOSTAT VIDEO!

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/
WATCH?V=MUYEHT5WKOG

THE DAIKIN ONE + SMART THERMOSTAT IS BACKED BY AN OUTSTANDING
12-YEAR1 LIMITED WARRANTY*
* Complete warranty details available from your local dealer/contractor or at www.daikincomfort.com.
To receive the 12-Year Limited Warranty, online registration must be completed within 60 days of
installation. Online registration is not required in California or Quebec.
1 12-Year Limited Warranty is available for owner-occupied residences only. For multi-family and/or
commercial applications, the warranty period is 5-years.
DAIKIN ONE+ SMART THERMOSTAT
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Why choose Daikin?
Daikin is the world leader when it comes
to heating and cooling. Thanks to our
constant innovation in comfort, energy
efficiency, control and reliability, we
define the benchmarks for quality within
the industry.

Reviews from our most
important critics.
Daikin offers a wide selection of choices for
energy-efficient indoor comfort. As a worldwide
leader in heating and cooling technology, Daikin
is also a highly-rated brand. See for yourself at
www.daikincomfort.com/reviews.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Before purchasing this appliance, read important information about its estimated annual energy
consumption, yearly operating cost, or energy efficiency rating that is available from your retailer.
Google, Google Assistant, and all related logos are trademarks of Google, or its affiliates.
Amazon, Alexa, and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.
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